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Yes, Homosexuality Absolutely Is a Choice | HuffPost
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-pavlovitz/yes-homosexuality...
Apr 21, 2015 · Confession time. To all of my Christian brothers and sisters who insist that
homosexuality is a choice, I need to break down and finall...

Homosexuality & Choice: Are Gay People 'Born This â€¦
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/23/homosexuality--choice...
Oct 23, 2012 · By Marcia Malory Ask this question, and you will probably receive one of
two responses: Yes. People choose to be gay. They are m...

Are you born gay or is it a choice? Scientists might have
...
https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2014/11/22/are-you-born-gay-or-is-it-a...
Scientists have uncovered the strongest evidence yet in the debate of whether people are
'born gay'.

Being Gay Not a Choice: Science Contradicts Ben Carson
https://www.livescience.com/50058-being-gay-not-a-choice.html
Ben Carson, a retired neurosurgeon and presidential hopeful, recently apologized for a
statement in which he said being gay is "absolutely" a choice.
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Yes, gay is a choice. Get over it. - American Thinker
www.americanthinker.com › Archives Home â†’
According to Peter Schmidt in the Chronicle of Higher Education, yet another individual
working in higher education has been demolished for saying the wrong thing about
homosexuality. The basis on which to define people as "anti-gay" has, however, taken a
turn to the absurd (and eerie). Unlike ...

Why Are People Gay? Gay By Choice or Is Being Gay
Genetic ...
https://www.healthyplace.com/gender/gay/why-are-people-gay-gay-by...
Why are people gay? Are they gay by choice or is being gay genetic? Are they born
gay? Learn about the causes and reasons for being gay.

No, Being Gay Is Not a Choice - Slate Magazine
www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2014/02/04/choose_to_be_gay_no_you_don...
Feb 04, 2014 · Last Wednesday, Brandon Ambrosinoâ€”continuing his swift ascent as
chief homophobia apologist of the gay blogosphereâ€”wrote a vacuous and â€¦

Is Being Gay A Choice? Religion vs. Reality - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EI1_jzPEcwU

Sep 21, 2010 · **Disclaimer - There is an individual who
goes by the username 'theRightizright' and/or 'Apollo
Carroll' trolling these comments. He appears to be a…
fundamen...Author: logicalthinkingorg
Views: 218K

No Ben Carson, Homosexuality Is Not a Choice - Time
time.com/3733480/ben-carson-gay-choice-science
No Ben Carson, Homosexuality Is Not a Choice. ... Something similar was true in a less
enlightened era of gay men and women ... Ben CarsonBen Carson at the ...

Being Gay: A Life Style Choice? - LGBT Homosexuality
â€¦
www.mentalhelp.net › Blogs › Homosexuality & Bisexuality
The question of what causes some people to be gay has been a topic of endless debate
among the general public and the mental health community. Generally speaking, the
religious community of every persuasion views homosexuality as an abhorrent sin against
God and nature. Deeply religious groups among ...

Is being gay a choice? | Debate.org
www.debate.org/opinions/is-being-gay-a-choice
Explain whether you think being gay is a choice or a birthright, and learn how others feel
about the subject.

Is Being Gay a Choice? - LiveAbout
https://www.liveabout.com/is-being-gay-a-choice-1415211
A lot of people ask if being gay is a choice, and most people and psychologists agree
that sexual orientation is not something you can choose or change.
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Can you be born homosexual?
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